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Japan Sinks - Sakyo Komatsu 2016-02-17
"A chillingly realistic work of science fiction." ―
The New York Times. After dropping anchor for
the night near a small island to the south of
Japan, a crew of fishermen awaken to find that
the island has vanished without a trace. An
investigating scientist theorizes that the tiny
island has succumbed to the same force that
divided the Japanese archipelago from the
mainland ― and that the disastrous shifting of a
fault in the Japan Trench has placed the entire
country in danger of being swallowed by the sea.
Based on rigorous scientific speculation, Japan
Sinks recounts a completely credible series of
geological events. The story unfolds from
multiple points of view, offering fascinating
perspectives on the catastrophe's political,
social, and psychological effects. Winner of the
Mystery Writers of Japan Award and the Seiun
Award, this prescient 1973 science-fiction novel
foreshadowed the consequences of the 1995
Osaka-Kobe earthquake and the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake and tsunami.
English-Hungarian Dictionary (Part II) Franz de Paula Bizonfy 2020-07-07
What Were They Thinking? - David Hofstede
2004
TV is never short of bad ideas, as demonstrated
in a guide to one hundred of television's most
memorable blunders and bloopers, arranged in a
count-down format and including information on
each incident that seeks to answer the question
of "Why did this happen?" Original.
Cruel Enchantment - Anya Bast 2010-09-07
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View our feature on Anya Bast’s Cruel
Enchantment.The Dark Magick series continues
from this New York Times bestselling author. To
keep her fae race from being eradicated,
Emmaline Gallagher must retrieve an object of
fae power from a locked ancient box. Only Aeric
O'Malley has the forging skills to create a key.
But will their tumultuous past stand in the way?
Mistral's Kiss - Laurel Hamilton 2010-05-05
Dark Magick - Cate Tiernan 2008-04-18
When Morgan, a hereditary witch, finds herself
in possession of her mother's ritual tools, she
feels increasing pressure from her boyfriend and
possible soul mate, Cal, who leads Morgan to
use her powers in ways she thinks is wrong.
Blood of the Demon - Diana Rowland 2010-02-23
BETWEEN HEAVEN AND HELL, MAN AND
DEMON, SHE’S ABOUT TO FACE THE ONE
THING SHE MAY NOT BE ABLE TO SURVIVE.
Welcome to the world of Kara Gillian, a cop with
a gift. Not only does she have the power of
“othersight” to see what most people can’t even
imagine, but she’s become the exclusive
summoner of a demon lord. Or maybe it’s the
other way around. The fact is, with two
troublesome cases on her docket and a
handsome FBI agent under her skin, Kara needs
the help of sexy, insatiable Lord Rhyzkahl more
than he needs her. Because these two victims,
linked by suspicious coincidence, haven’t just
been murdered. Something has eaten their
souls. It’s a case with roots in the arcane, but
whose evil has flowered among the rich,
powerful, and corrupt in Beaulac, Louisiana. And
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as the killings continue, Kara soon realizes how
much there’s still to learn about demons, men,
and things that kill in the night—and how little
time she has to learn it.
Jaded - Anya Bast 2011-06-07
The New York Times bestselling author takes
erotic fantasy to the next level. Haunted by an
attack, Lilya Orensdaughter has become a
courtesan in the Temple of Dreams, determined
to never again lose control. But she'll do
anything for Byron Andropov, the man who
nursed her back to health-and now wants her to
help his friend Alek Chaikoveii come to terms
with the powerful magick he possesses. Lilya
soon finds herself torn between her desire for
the man who saved her, and the man whose soul
resembles her own-only to discover that in the
world of unrestrained passion there are no
boundaries.
Enchanted, Inc. - Shanna Swendson
2005-05-31
“A totally captivating, hilarious, and clever look
on the magical kingdom of Manhattan, where
kissing frogs has never been this fun.”—Melissa
de la Cruz, author of The Au Pairs Katie
Chandler had always heard that New York is a
weird and wonderful place, but this small-town
Texas gal had no idea how weird until she moved
there. Everywhere she goes, she sees something
worth gawking at and Katie is afraid she’s a little
too normal to make a splash in the big city.
Working for an ogre of a boss doesn’t help.
Then, seemingly out of the blue, Katie gets a job
offer from Magic, Spells, and Illusions, Inc., a
company that tricks of the trade to the magic
community. For MSI, Katie’s ordinariness is an
asset. Lacking any bit of magic, she can easily
spot a fake spell, catch hidden clauses in
competitor’s contracts, and detect magically
disguised intruders. Suddenly, average Katie is
very special indeed. She quickly learns that
office politics are even more complicated when
your new boss is a real ogre, and you have a
crush on the sexy, shy, ultra powerful head of
the R&D department, who is so busy fighting an
evil competitor threatening to sell black magic
on the street that he seems barely to notice
Katie. Now it’s up to Katie to pull off the
impossible: save the world and–hopefully–live
happily ever after.
World Religions - Amir Hussain 2018-09-15
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Now in its fifth edition, this engaging,
contributed survey of religions in the Western
world - namely Judaism, Christianity, Islam,
ancient religions, Indigenous traditions, and new
religious movements - explores each tradition in
depth from its origins, through its development,
to thereligion's meaning and practice in
contemporary society.
How to Tame a Beast in Seven Days Kerrelyn Sparks 2017-03-07
From the brilliant imagination of Kerrelyn
Sparks comes a bold new fantasy romance series
in which passion and magic collide. Behold the
Embraced... As one of the Embraced—one born
with magical powers—the beautiful, innocent
Luciana escaped certain death after her father
hid her away on the Isle of Moon. Now, nineteen
years later, her father has returned with a
frightening request. He will be executed unless
Luciana returns to the mainland and marries a
man feared throughout the land: a terrifying
brute known as the Beast. Luciana accepts her
fate and agrees to wed the Beast—Lord Leo—in
order to save her father. Soon she learns that
her betrothed is also one of the Embraced. With
the ability to wield lightning, Leo’s immense
power strikes fear into the hearts of men. . .and
his mere touch can put an end to a woman’s life.
But Luciana cannot deny the passion that burns
between them. How can she resist the man who
scorches her soul and makes her feel intoxicated
with desire—even if surrendering to him could
destroy them both?
Darkfever - Karen Marie Moning 2007-08-28
MacKayla Lane’s life is good. She has great
friends, a decent job, and a car that breaks down
only every other week or so. In other words,
she’s your perfectly ordinary twenty-firstcentury woman. Or so she thinks . . . until
something extraordinary happens. When her
sister is murdered, leaving a single clue to her
death–a cryptic message on Mac’s cell
phone—Mac journeys to Ireland in search of
answers. The quest to find her sister’s killer
draws her into a shadowy realm where nothing
is as it seems, where good and evil wear the
same treacherously seductive mask. She is soon
faced with an even greater challenge: staying
alive long enough to learn how to handle a
power she had no idea she possessed—a gift that
allows her to see beyond the world of man, into
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the dangerous realm of the Fae. . . . As Mac
delves deeper into the mystery of her sister’s
death, her every move is shadowed by the dark,
mysterious Jericho, a man with no past and only
mockery for a future. As she begins to close in
on the truth, the ruthless Vlane—an alpha Fae
who makes sex an addiction for human
women–closes in on her. And as the boundary
between worlds begins to crumble, Mac’s true
mission becomes clear: find the elusive Sinsar
Dubh before someone else claims the allpowerful Dark Book—because whoever gets to it
first holds nothing less than complete control of
the very fabric of both worlds in their hands. . . .
Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational
Fever novels: DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER |
FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER |
ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG
The Chosen Sin - Anya Bast 2008
Determined to seek revenge on the vampire that
nearly destroyed her, special forces agent Daria
must abandon her own mortality to succeed,
turning for help to sexy vampire Alejandro
Martinez to bring the monster to justice, in an
erotic paranormal romance. Original.
Math from Three to Seven - Aleksandr
Kalmanovich Zvonkin 2011
This book is a captivating account of a
professional mathematician's experiences
conducting a math circle for preschoolers in his
apartment in Moscow in the 1980s. As anyone
who has taught or raised young children knows,
mathematical education for little kids is a real
mystery. What are they capable of? What should
they learn first? How hard should they work?
Should they even "work" at all? Should we push
them, or just let them be? There are no correct
answers to these questions, and the author deals
with them in classic math-circle style: he doesn't
ask and then answer a question, but shows us a
problem--be it mathematical or pedagogical--and
describes to us what happened. His book is a
narrative about what he did, what he tried, what
worked, what failed, but most important, what
the kids experienced. This book does not purport
to show you how to create precocious high
achievers. It is just one person's story about
things he tried with a half-dozen young children.
Mathematicians, psychologists, educators,
parents, and everybody interested in the
intellectual development in young children will
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find this book to be an invaluable, inspiring
resource. In the interest of fostering a greater
awareness and appreciation of mathematics and
its connections to other disciplines and everyday
life, MSRI and the AMS are publishing books in
the Mathematical Circles Library series as a
service to young people, their parents and
teachers, and the mathematics profession. Titles
in this series are co-published with the
Mathematical Sciences Research Institute
(MSRI).
Magical Seduction - Cathryn Fox 2008-04-15
Witches, werewolves, things that bump in the
night... And three arousing tales of sexual
delight. CATHRYN FOX Web of Desire Good
witch Ally gets naughty when she discovers her
long-lost high school sweetheart caught -literally -- in a web of lust and seduction.
MANDY M. ROTH Solo Tu When Francy shows
up after five years of separation to tell her
beloved Dante, a werewolf, that she's engaged to
a vampire, he seduces her with a steamy
surprise of his own. ANYA BAST Tempted by
Two Not only did Miranda just learn that she's a
half-blood fae, but she's also got two -- two! -deliciously muscular mates. She'd better adjust
to all the sexy attention before a vengeful goblin
tries to get in on the threesome....
Hot for the Holidays - Lora Leigh 2009-09-29
Four romantic novellas that will fire up your
coldest nights…it’s the hottest gift of the
holidays. Four bestselling authors invite readers
to spend the night with these novellas spiced
with sexy romance and paranormal passion. So
come in out of the cold and experience the thrill
of a soul-stirring new tale of the Breeds from
Lora Leigh, a return to the beguiling world of
the Mageverse from Angela Knight, and two
more mesmerizing and unexpected stories of
sensual surprises and seasonal spirits from Anya
Bast and Allyson James.
Hexed - Kevin Hearne 2011-10-06
***OVER A MILLION COPIES OF THE IRON
DRUID BOOKS SOLD*** 'American Gods meets
Jim Butcher's Harry Dresden' SFF World Atticus
O'Sullivan, last of the Druids, doesn't care much
for witches. Still, he's about to make nice with
the local coven by signing a mutually beneficial
nonaggression treaty - when suddenly the witch
population in modern-day Tempe, Arizona,
quadruples overnight. And the new girls are not
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just bad, they're bad-asses with a dark history on
the German side of World War II. With a fallen
angel feasting on local high school students, a
horde of Bacchants blowing in from Vegas with
their special brand of deadly decadence and a
dangerously sexy Celtic goddess of fire vying for
his attention, Atticus is having trouble
scheduling the witch hunt. But aided by his
magical sword, his neighbor's rocket-propelled
grenade launcher, and his vampire attorney,
Atticus is ready to sweep the town and show the
witchy women they picked the wrong Druid to
hex. Praise for the Iron Druid Chronicles:
'Atticus and his crew are a breath of fresh air! . .
. I love, love, love this series' My Bookish Ways
'Entertaining, steeped in a ton of mythology,
populated by awesome characters' Civilian
Reader 'This is one series no fantasy fan should
miss. Mystery, suspense, magic and mayhem'
SciFiChick The Iron Druid Chronicles Hounded
Hexed Hammered Tricked Trapped Hunted
Shattered Staked Scourged Besieged (short
stories) HAVE YOU TRIED . . . Kevin Hearne's
epic fantasy novel A PLAGUE OF GIANTS described by Delilah S. Dawson as 'a rare
masterpiece that's both current and timeless . . .
merging the fantasy bones of Tolkien and
Rothfuss with a wide cast of characters who'll
break your heart'. Out now!
Wicked Abyss - Kresley Cole 2017-04-25
This fairy tale doesn’t end with a kiss in this
spellbinding Immortals After Dark tale from #1
New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole!
The terrifying king of hell... As a boy, Abyssian
“Sian” Infernas had his heart shattered by a
treacherous fey beauty who died before he could
exact vengeance. Millennia later, a curse has
transformed him into a demonic monster—just
as she’s been reincarnated. Sian captures the
delicate but bold female, forcing her back to
hell. Meets his match. Princess Calliope “Lila”
Barbot’s people have hated and feared Abyssian
and his alliance of monsters for aeons. When the
beastly demon imprisons her in his mystical
castle, vowing revenge for betrayals she can’t
remember, Lila makes her own vow: to bring
down the wicked beast for good. Can two
adversaries share one happily-ever-after? As
Calliope turns hell inside out, the all-powerful
Sian finds himself defenseless against his
feelings for her. In turn, Lila reluctantly
witch-blood-elemental-witches-2-anya-bast

responds to the beast’s cleverness and gruff
vulnerability. But when truths from a far distant
past are revealed, can their tenuous bond
withstand ages of deceit, a curse, and a looming
supernatural war?
The Mammoth Book of Paranormal
Romance - Trisha Telep 2009
The stories cover the full range of paranormal
romance themes, including werewolves (and
weregirls), vampires, shapeshifters, time travel,
fiery mages and fae.
Dark Enchantment - Anya Bast 2011-04-05
View our feature on Anya Bast’s Dark
Enchantment. Seduced in a dream by a
handsome, rugged man, Charlotte Bennett
decides to let pleasure and desire lead the wayonly to discover her "safe night of passion has
dangerous repercussions.
Mundari Grammar - Johann Hoffmann 1903
Love Is Darkness - Caroline Hanson 2011
In London for graduate school, Valerie Dearborn
draws the attention of Lucas, a 1600-year-old
Vampire, who makes her an offer she can't
refuse - help him find out if the Others
(Empaths, Fey and Werewolves) still exist or
he'll stop protecting those she loves.
A Terrible Love - Marata Eros 2013-04-26
In this electrifying New York Times ebook and
USA Today bestseller from rising star of dark
and sizzling new adult novels Marata Eros, a
former ballerina struggles to hide her painful
past—only to discover she’s not the only one
with secrets. "We’re terrible together. . . ." Jess
Mackey’s whole life is a meticulously fabricated
lie. She escaped the violent tragedy of her past
and is forging ahead with a clean slate far
removed from her powerful political family and
its dark secrets. But Jess can’t ignore her
passions—not her love for ballet, nor her
tumultuous desire for the unexpected lover who
threatens to jeopardize her carefully constructed
identity. Love does no harm. . . . Devin Castile is
all sex-and-hotness wrapped up in a dangerous
package. Jess worked hard to leave danger
behind. But she wants Cas as much as the girl
she once was longs to be free. Convinced they
can keep their messy emotions at bay, Jess and
Cas indulge their wildest fantasies. But soon
Jess’s lies begin to crumble, and the lovers
discover that freedom comes with a deadly price.
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Warning Miracle Twelve Years a Slave - Solomon Northup
2021-01-01
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than
thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a
free State—and having at the end of that time
been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I
remained, until happily rescued in the month of
January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve
years—it has been suggested that an account of
my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting
to the public." -an excerpt
Noble Blood - Dana Bell 2018-02-11
Nobility has its privileges...and its price.
Sometimes it just sucks. The Gray Court Book 2
Lord Duncan Malmayne has found his true bond,
the lovely leprechaun Moira Dunne. It's love at
first sight, but something is missing from his
relationship with the fiery red-head, something
that prevents him from completing the Claiming
and making Moira his forever. Moira thinks she
knows what's missing-Jaden Blackthorn, Gray
Court vampire and Duncan's bond brother. He's
disappeared from their lives, tactfully
withdrawing as Duncan declares his love for her.
The crippling depression that weighs her down
is tripled in Duncan's heart. Could their
problems stem from something as simple as
mate sickness? Jaden is both heartbroken and
elated that the two people he loves most in the
world are together. They both deserve the very
best, and Jaden can't think of two more
deserving people. But forgetting about his own
love for them is proving to be difficult, and
staying away is tearing him apart. But trouble is
brewing in the Malmayne clan, and when he's
forced back into their lives by the Hob, all three
will discover just what pleasure a tribond can
bring...
Warlock in Spite of Himself - Christopher
Stasheff 2010-09-25
Rod Gallowglass is a man of science who does
not believe in magic. ** Gramarye is a world of
witches and warlocks. Of strange abilities and
phenomena. A world where society mirrors
Earth's own Middle Ages, and a world headed
for doom. ** Rod Gallowglass m
Seasons of Pleasure - Anya Bast 2005-05
Seasons of Pleasure - Summer Pleasures: The
Capture By Anya Bast Book 3 in the Season
witch-blood-elemental-witches-2-anya-bast

series Lilane wants Sudhraian blood on her
blade for what they did to her fianci and family
in the early days of the Nordanese-Sudhraian
war. She stalks and intends to kill Lord Rue
d'Ange, the first Sudhraian she sees after the
bloody attack on her village. Instead, Rue
captures her before she can carry out her plan.
Rue recognizes the anger in Lilane and also the
pain and vulnerability beneath it. He vows to
turn her rage into sexual passion and knows just
how to stoke her dark desires. As Rue seduces
Lilane, he draws her into a dangerous bluff
designed to win Nordan an edge in the war and
gain protection for his hunted people, the Aviat.
In the end Rue and Lilane might both lose their
hearts. and perhaps their lives. Seasons of
Pleasure - Autumn Pleasures: The Union By Anya
Bast Book 4 in the Seasons series Lord Gregor of
Nordan has never wanted a woman like he does
Lady Anaisse of Sudhra. After the defeat of her
homeland in the Sudhraian-Nordanese war, he
makes the "sacrifice" of doing something
completely against his country's tradition-taking
her to wife. However, convincing her to allow
him within her body, let alone her heart, will be
another war entirely. Anaisse agrees to the
arrangement out of duty to her country, but
Gregor frightens her deeply. He seduces her
repressed sexual desires to wild and beautiful
life, and makes every one of her fantasies come
true. Never has she met a man she could so
easily lose herself to, body and soul-and losing
herself to a man is her greatest fear. But another
man lurks in the shadows with the sole purpose
of destroying their union. He waits and
watcheswith a mind grown twisted by the defeat
of his people. His goal is to make Anaisse
embrace death, instead of Gregor.
Dragon Bound - Thea Harrison 2011-05-03
THE FIRST NOVEL IN THE NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING ELDER RACES SERIES! Halfhuman and half-wyr, Pia Giovanni spent her life
keeping a low profile among the wyrkind and
avoiding the continuing conflict between them
and their Dark Fae enemies. But after being
blackmailed into stealing a coin from the hoard
of a dragon, Pia finds herself targeted by one of
the most powerful—and passionate—of the Elder
races. As the most feared and respected of the
wyrkind, Dragos Cuelebre cannot believe
someone had the audacity to steal from him,
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much less succeed. And when he catches the
thief, Dragos spares her life, claiming her as his
own to further explore the desire they’ve ignited
in each other. Pia knows she must repay Dragos
for her trespass, but refuses to become his
slave—although she cannot deny wanting him,
body and soul...
Midnight Enchantment - Anya Bast 2012-02-07
Niall Quinn, mage and the finest thief in the
Black Tower, is the fae's best hope for freedom.
But he meets his match in Elizabeth Cely
Saintjohn. Torn between his duty and the
shocking lust Elizabeth has stirred in him, Niall
must convince her to surrender-before he is
forced to destroy her and all she holds dear...
What Happens In Vegas...After Dark - Jodi
Lynn Copeland 2009-05-01
Las Vegas…it's the town that lives up to the
promise of its nickname, Sin City. A gambler's
paradise for innocent tourists, it conceals a
darker, sexual world where the ethereal and
wraithlike meet to play a different game… If
there's one thing succubus Deitre understands
it's revenge. That, and enticing men into
arousing, exciting and, okay, perilous sex (for
him). Beautiful on the outside, demon on the
inside, she's going to get back at the naughty
firefighter in Darkness…unless he plays his
cards right… Bounty hunter Nell is a hell of a
tracker. Now she's in Vegas on the tail of the
witch who dared to steal from her clan. She's
going to get to the unsavory harlot through the
woman's ex-fiancé, and nothing about their
charged encounters will be shallow, quick or
friendly. When the half-blood fae male comes to
club Darkness, Elena can't resist acting on the
mind-blowing heat coursing between them. She
might be betrothed to another, but fae culture
says sex with other men until marriage is most
definitely foretold. Tattoo artist Devi is the latent
vampire the warlocks need to heal all wounds.
But taking her power is a sexually exhausting
and dangerous task requiring dark
deception…and gambling on her life.
Wicked Deeds on a Winter's Night - Kresley
Cole 2015-09-29
Grieving over the loss of his love, werewolf
Bowen MacRieve enjoys a passionate encounter
with his enemy, the witch Mariketa the Awaited,
but when sinister forces threaten her life, Bowen
must use all his skills to keep her alive.
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Jordan Reclaimed - Scarlett Cole 2017-02-28
From the queen of heart-pounding, sexy,
emotional romance Scarlett Cole comes Jordan
Reclaimed, the first novel in the Preload series.
He's a rockstar, she's a ballerina, they're worlds
apart yet just what the other needs. Jordan
Steele’s life began when he was ten. When he
was taken from his parents and a house that was
never a home. When he met his brothers, the
other lost and abandoned boys in his group
home. When he learned what friendship and
family and love looked like. Now he’s made a
career out of playing the music he loves, touring
the world with the band he and his brothers
formed in that crowded group home. No one but
his found family really knows the man under the
fame and fortune, the scars he hides behind the
rockstar lifestyle. Until he sees her through the
windows of the National Ballet, dancing, and
suddenly the world doesn’t seem so dark.
Aleksandra Artemov ticks all the ballet boxes.
Father a legendary Kirov dancer. Check.
Prepping since birth for classical ballet. Check.
Compulsive control over the food she eats.
Check. Principal dancer at The National Ballet of
Canada. Check. But what she craves is freedom.
She craves Jordan. Everything about him should
terrify her. His size, his tattoos, his hard rock
edge. But he doesn’t. He stirs her very soul.
Jordan has nothing but himself to offer her, and
he's never been good enough for anyone. Can he
figure out how to face his own demons before he
loses his light for good?
Into the Dreaming - Karen Marie Moning 2012
A rerelease of the best-selling Fever series
author's previously out-of-print novella follows
the story of aspiring romance novelist Jane
Sillee, who after years of dreaming of passionate
trysts with a handsome Highlander finds herself
transported into the past world of a man
haunted by years of imprisonment by the dark
fae.
Ashanti Proverbs - Robert Sutherland Rattray
1916
The Faerie Handbook - The Editors of Faerie
Magazine 2017-11-21
In this exquisite anthology, Editor in Chief
Carolyn Turgeon and the editors of Faerie
Magazine welcome you into an enchanted realm
rich with myth, mystery, romance, and abundant
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natural beauty. Organized into four
sections—Flora and Fauna, Fashion and Beauty,
Arts and Culture, and Home, Food, and
Entertaining—this gorgeous volume offers an
array of exquisite vintage4 and contemporary
fine art and photography, literature, essays, doit-yourself projects, and recipes that provide
hours of reading, viewing, and dreaming
pleasure, along with a multitude of ideas for
modern-day living and entertaining with a
distinctive fairy touch.
A Change of Season - Anya Bast 2006-04
Moira suffers from painful psychic attacks that
bring visions of a man named Dain d'Ange, the
cursed thirteenth lord of Aeoli, rumored to have
killed his wife.
Witchcraft, Oracles, and Magic Among the
Azande - Edward Evan Evans-Pritchard 1976
An abridged version of the 1937 an-thropological
study of the Azande of the southern Sudan, the
theoretical insights of which have proven
increasingly influential among both
anthropologists and others
Zoroastrianism in Armenia - James R. Russell
1987
Here is the first comprehensive book on the preChristian religion in Armenia. The author, a
specialist in both Armenian and ancient Iranian
languages, is well qualified to give not only an
exhaustive survey of the ancient religion but also
valuable comments on the folklore, archaeology,
and ancient history of a part of the world that
deserves to be better known. This is a useful
reference work for a wider audience as well as
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students and specialists on Armenia.
Dance Upon the Air - Nora Roberts 2001-06-01
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts—hailed by Publishers Weekly as “a
storyteller of immeasurable diversity and
talent”—presents the first book in a trilogy about
friendship, fate, and the mysterious ways of the
heart. When Nell Channing arrives on charming
Three Sisters Island, she believes that she’s
finally found refuge from her abusive
husband—and from the terrifying life she fled so
desperately eight months ago… But even in this
quiet, peaceful place, Nell never feels entirely at
ease. Careful to conceal her true identity, she
takes a job as a cook at the local bookstore
café—and begins to explore her feelings for the
island sheriff, Zack Todd. But there is a part of
herself she can never reveal to him, for she must
continue to guard her secrets if she wants to
keep the past at bay. One careless word, one
misplaced confidence, and the new life she’s so
carefully created could shatter completely. Just
as Nell starts to wonder if she’ll ever be able to
break free of her fear, she realizes that the
island suffers under a terrible curse—one that
can only be broken by the descendants of the
Three Sisters, the witches who settled the island
back in 1692. And now, with the help of two
other strong, gifted women—and the nightmares
of the past haunting her every step—she must
find the power to save her home, her love, and
herself. Don’t miss the other books in the Three
Sisters Island Trilogy Heaven and Earth Face
the Fire
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